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We consider estimating the mean % of an n dimensional normal vector X with the
restriction that % belongs to a closed convex set C. We investigate concentration
probabilities for the restricted MLE ?(X | C) and the MLE X. When n=2, we
prove the inequality P%[X # A+%]P%[?(X | C) # A+%] for any % # C and any
closed convex and centrally symmetric set A. We discuss some extensions for n3.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we deal with a problem on superiority of the restricted
maximum likelihood estimator (RMLE) to the unrestricted maximum like-
lihood estimator (MLE) with respect to concentration probabilities.
Let X be an n dimensional normal random vector distributed as Nn(%, I ),
with unknown mean % and the identity covariance matrix I, and & }& be a
norm on Rn defined by &x&=- x$x. Now we consider estimating % under
a restriction that % belongs to a closed convex set C. (Without loss of
generality, C contains the origin.) Under the restriction, the RMLE is the
projection of the MLE X onto C with respect to the norm & }&, which is
denoted by ?(X | C), and it will be expected that the RMLE performs
better than the usual MLE.
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As a measure of the performance of the estimators, we shall consider
concentration probabilities,
P%[X # A+%] and P%[?(X | C) # A+%]
for any closed convex and centrally symmetric set A. The establishment of
the inequality relation
(1.1) P%[X # A+%]P%[?(X | C) # A+%] \% # C
implies very strong superiority of the RMLE to the MLE, but (1.1) is not
true for certain C and A. (The central symmetry means A=&A.) Note
that a property of the projection operator
&x&%&&?(x | C)&%& \% # C
guarantees (1.1) only for any spherical A but not necessarily for other A.
The result by Lee [4] shows that (1.1) does not hold for C=[x | x1x i ,
i=2, ..., n] and A=[x | |x1 |c] (c is some positive constant) when n is
sufficiently large. (As stated later, such C and A can be constructed when
n4.)
Rueda et al. [5] proved (1.1) is true for any centrally symmetric A when
C is a half space. In this paper, we provide an extension of their result. In
Section 2, we prove the inequality holds true for any C and A when n=2.
In Section 3, we generalize the argument for higher dimensional cases.
Finally, we give concrete examples for which the inequality (1.1) does not
hold for n4.
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL RESULT
We prove the inequality (1.1) when n=2. This inequality plays a
fundamental role in the later sections.
Theorem 2.1. Let XtN2(%, I ). Then for any closed convex and centrally
symmetric set A and any closed convex set C, the inequality (1.1) holds, that
is,
P%[X # A+%]P%[?(X | C) # A+%] \% # C.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that %=0. Let Sr be
a circumference centered at the origin of radius r. Then it suffices to show
the following inequality, for each r>0 as fixed,
(2.1) +r([x # Sr | x # A])+r([x # Sr | ?(x | C) # A]),
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where +r represents a measure for the length on Sr . To simplify the proof,
we investigate beforehand the situation about C and A. Since C is a convex
set containing the origin, &?(x | C)&r for each x # Sr . Thus, we can
assume without loss of generality that C is bounded by Sr . Next if A & Sr
=<, then (2.1) is clear. So we consider when A & Sr {<. Let A* be the
convex hull of A & Sr . Since A*A, it is obvious that
+r([x # Sr | ?(x | C) # A*])+r([x # Sr | ?(x | C) # A]).
Note that +r([x # Sr | x # A])=+r([x # Sr | x # A*]). Thus it suffices to
prove (2.1) replacing A by A*. Taking the complementary set A*c of A*,
(2.1) becomes
(2.2) +r([x # Sr | ?(x | C) # A*c])+r([x # Sr | x # A*c]).
Sr & A*c consists of at most countable symmetric pairs of arcs, which are
denoted by r+i and r
&
i . Let R
+
i be the convex hull of r
+
i and C
+
i be
C & R+i . R
&
i and C
&
i are defined from r
&
i in the same way. We should note
that C+i and C
&
i may be empty. Using these notations, (2.2) is written as
:
i
+r([x # Sr | ?(x | C) # C+i _ C
&
i ]):
i
+r(r+i _ r
&
i ).
Hence, it suffices to show that
+r([x # Sr | ?(x | C) # C+i _ C
&
i ])+r(r
+
i _ r
&
i ) \i.
Thus we show (2.1) when Sr & A*c consists of two arcs r+ and r&. Then
A is a symmetric strip of breadth 2d (d<r). Since it is trivial when both
C+ and C& are empty, we consider two cases. That is, when both C+ and
C& are not empty (Case 1) and when one of them is empty and the other
is not (Case 2). Hereafter for simplicity, if there arises no ambiguity, we
denote an arc or a line segment in the same manner as EF, where E and
F are their end points. F follows E in counterclockwise order in the arc
case.
In Case 1, as indicated in Fig. 2.1, let E+, F+ be end points of arc r+
and G+, H + be the points at which the chord E+F+ meets the boundary
of C. E&, F&, G&, H & are defined from r& in the same way. Choose the
points I +, J+ on Sr so that the line segments G+I +, H+J+ are
orthogonal to G+G&, H+H & respectively. I &, J & are defined in the same
way. Since A is symmetric and the length of the line segment G+G& is no
less than 2d, we obtain the conclusion that +r(I +I &)+r(E +E&). By the
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FIGURE 2.1
similar argument, +r(J&J +)+r(F&F+). Since x # I+I & _ J&J+ implies
?(x | C) # A,
+r([x # Sr | x # A])=+r(E+E&)++r(F&F+)
+r(I +I &)++r(J &J+)
+r([x # Sr | ?(x | C) # A]).
In Case 2, suppose that C+{<. Referring to Fig. 2.2, the points E +,
F+, G+, H+ are defined from r+ as in Case 1. Choose the points I +, J+
on Sr so that the line segments G+I +, H +J+ are orthogonal to OG+,
OH+ respectively. K+ denotes the point on Sr where the ray starting at O
and passing through G+ meets Sr . Let D+ be the point on Sr such that the
line segment OD+ is orthogonal to the chord E +F+. It is sufficient to
consider the case when G+ and H+ are on the opposite side of OD+. Since
the length of the line segment OG+ is no less than d, we have +r(D+E+)
+r(K+I +)+r(E +I +). By the similar argument, +r(F+D+)+r(J +F+).
Since x # I+J+ implies ?(x | C) # A,
+r([x # Sr | x # A])=+r(E+E&)++r(F&F+)
+r(I +J+)
+r([x # Sr | ?(x | C) # A]). K
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FIGURE 2.2
3. SOME EXTENSIONS FOR HIGHER DIMENSIONAL CASES
We derive some results for n3 from Theorem 2.1.
First, we shall consider the case that C contains a linear subspace L.
Then C is written by the orthogonal sum as
C=L+(C & L=),
where L= is the orthogonal complement of L, i.e.,
L==[x # Rn | x$y=0 for all y # L].
For x # Rn, x=xL+xL= denotes the orthogonal decomposition of x with
xL # L and xL= # L=. That is,
xL=?(x | L) and xL==?(x | L=).
When XtNn(%, I), XL and XL= , the components of the decomposition, are
independently distributed as Nl(%L , I ) on L and as Nn&l(%L= , I ) on L=
respectively. (We denote by l the dimension of the linear space L.)
Definition 3.1. For a linear space L, a set A is said to be L-convex
(resp. L-symmetric) if (A&x) & L is convex (resp. centrally symmetric) for
all x # L=. (The empty set is convex and centrally symmetric.)
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When L=Rn, L-convexity and L-symmetry are nothing but the usual
convexity and central symmetry respectively. When L1 /L2 , L2 -convexity
is stronger than L1 -convexity, but L2 -symmetry is not stronger (as well as
not weaker) than L1 -symmetry.
The following is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 3.1. When C contains a subspace L with dimension n&2, the
inequality (1.1) holds for any (measurable) L=-convex and L=-symmetric A.
Proof. Consider the decomposition X=XL+XL= and %=%L+%L= . Note
that % # C if and only if %L= # C & L=. Since ?(x | C)=xL+?(xL= | C & L=),
from Theorem 2.1
P%[?(X | C) # A+%]
=P%[?(XL= | C & L=) # A+%L+%L=&XL]
=E%L[P%L=[?(XL= | C & L
=) # A+%L+%L=&xL | XL=xL]]
=E%L[P%L=[?(XL= |C&L
=)#[(A+%L&xL)&L=]+%L= |XL=xL]]
E%L[P%L=[XL= #[(A+%L&xL)&L
=]+%L= |XL=xL]]
=P%[X # A+%]. K
For A/Rn and a linear subspace L, we consider an L-symmetrization
AL= .
xL= # L
=
[xL+xL= | xL # L, &xL&#(xL=)],
where for each xL= # L=, #(xL=)0 is determined by
(3.1) P0[XL # (AL&xL=) & L]=P0[XL # (A&xL=) & L].
Obviously AL is L-convex and L-symmetric. In addition, we have the following.
Lemma 3.1. When A is convex and centrally symmetric, the AL is L=-convex
and L=-symmetric.
Proof. For x=xL+xL= , x # AL if and only if &xL&#(xL=). Since
#(xL=)=#(&xL=) from the central symmetry of A, xL+xL= # AL is equiv-
alent to xL&xL= # AL. Thus AL is L=-symmetric. The convexity is shown
as follows. Suppose that y, z # (AL&xL) & L= and 0t1. Since A &
(L+ty+(1&t) z)#t[A & (L+ y)]+(1&t)[A & (L+z)] from the con-
vexity of A, we have
P0[X # A | XL==ty+(1&t) z]
min[P0[X # A | XL== y], P0[X # A | XL==z]],
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that is, #(ty+(1&t) z)min[#( y), #(z)], by virtue of BrunnMinkowski
inequality (Dharmadhikari and Joag-dev [2] and Das Gupta [1]). Because
y, z # (AL&xL) & L= implies min[#( y), #(z)]&xL&, we obtain the conclu-
sion that #(ty+(1&t) z)&xL&, that is, ty+(1&t) z # (AL&xL) & L=. K
Note that L- and L=-convex AL is not necessarily convex while L- and
L=-symmetry implies the central symmetry.
Lemma 3.2. If C contains a subspace L, for any %
P%[?(X | C) # A+%]=P%[?(X | C) # AL+%].
Proof. For X=XL+XL= and %=%L+%L= , by virtue of (3.1)
P%[?(X | C) # A+%]
=P%[XL+?(XL= | C & L=) # A+%]
=E%L=[P%L[XL&%L # (A+%L=&xL=) & L | ?(XL= | C & L
=)=xL=]]
=E%L=[P%L[XL&%L # (A
L+%L=&xL=) & L | ?(XL= | C & L=)=xL= ]]
=P%[?(X | C) # AL+%]. K
A generalization of Theorem 2.1 follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas
3.1 and 3.2.
Theorem 3.2. When C contains a subspace with dimension n&2, the
inequality (1.1) holds for any convex and centrally symmetric A.
A typical C containing a subspace with dimension n&2 is a closed
convex cone defined by two linear constraints, i.e.,
C=[x # Rn | a$x0, b$x0] (a, b # Rn)
including the case that C is a half space. Therefore, Theorem 3.2 is an
extension of the theorem by Rueda et al. [5].
Next, we consider another generalization of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 3.3. When C is contained in a subspace with dimension two,
the inequality (1.1) holds for any convex and centrally symmetric A.
Proof. Suppose L is the two-dimensional space containing C. First, it
holds that
(3.2) P%[X # A+%]P%[X # [(A & L)+L=]+%] \% # L
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(cf. Dudley et al. [3, p. 406]). Second, for any % # L
?(X | C) # A+%  ?(X | C) # [(A & L)+L=]+%
 ?(X | C+L=) # [(A & L)+L=]+%.
Since (A & L)+L= and C+L= satisfy the condition of Theorem 3.1, com-
bining the above relations, we obtain P%[X # A+%]P%[?(X | C) # A+%]
for any % # L. K
Remark 3.1. The inequality (3.2), which holds independently of the
dimension of L=, guarantees the validity of the inequality (1.1) when C is
a linear space.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
As stated in the introduction it is known that the inequality (1.1) is not
necessarily true for sufficiently large n. Here we shall indicate some concrete
examples to violate the inequality (1.1) for n4.
For e=(1, 0, ..., 0)$ # Rn, put X1=e$X and R=&X&X1 e&. Since
XtNn(0, I ), X1 and R2 are independently distributed as N(0, 1) and as
/2n&1 respectively. Now consider C=[x # R
n | x1 1- 2 r] and A=[x # R
n |
|x1 |m]. When n6, we can show the inverse inequality for %=0 and
certain m (for example m=0.7 when n=6, 7) by virtue of an inequality
P0[X # A]&P0[?(X | C) # A]
P0[|X1 |m] P0[R2 - 2 m]&P0[X1&m].
When n=4, 5, the inverse inequality can be shown for %=0 and certain m
(m=0.8, 1 when n=4, 5, respectively) by a refined inequality
P0[X # A]&P0[?(X | C) # A]
P0[|X1 |m] P0 _R 3- 2 m&&P0[X1&m],
which is verified by observing the density function of R on [- 2 m, 2 - 2 m].
(See Fig. 4.1.)
We do not know the answer to whether the inequality (1.1) holds for all
C and A when n=3.
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FIGURE 4.1
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